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Index

adjunction
of categories, 202
of posets, 204

algebra, 210
Boolean product, 213
congruence, 211
homomorphic image, 211
product, 211
quotient, 211
subalgebra, 211
subdirect product, 211, 212

altn, 136

base for a topology, 215
Base of a functor, 147, 150
binary tree functor, 147
Boolean algebra, 129, 207
Boolean algebra with operators (BAO),

133
compact Hausdorff, 135
profinite, 136
semi-topological, 133

Boolean topological
algebra, 60
BAO, 135
Boolean algebra, 129
DLO, 115
lattice, 65
lattice-based algebra, 105
space, see topology, Boolean

bounded morphism, 116

canonical extension type, 86
canonical extension of a lattice

definition, 13
fixed points, 14
functor, 43
non-continuous, 97
products, 24
topological characterization, 21
via dcpo presentations, 48
when profinite, 77

canonical extension of a lattice-based
algebra

definition, 86
finite, 87
functor, 87
universal property, 94, 105
when profinite, 99

canonical extension of a map
algebra homomorphism, 87
composition, 42, 78
continuity, 31, 40, 74
definition

arbitrary map, 73
order-preserving map, 29

maximality, 31, 77
order embedding, 32
via dcpo presentations, 50
via lim inf, 69
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canonicity, 89
category, 200

dual, 201
cocone, 117

map of cocones, 117
colimit, 117
compact Hausdorff

algebra, 55
BAO, 135
Boolean algebra, 129
lattice, 63

compactification, 55, 136
completely join-irreducible, 26, 217
completion, 13, 207
complex algebra, 123
composition of relations vs functions,

144
cone, 57

map of cones, 57
congruence, 211
congruence lattice, 211

dcpo, 204
algebra, 90
algebraic, 209
presentation, 47

diagram, 57
associated, 120
directed, 117

directed set, 204
distributive lattice, 41, 128, 206
distributive lattice with operators (DLO),

113
Boolean topological, 115
profinite, 115, 121
semi-topological, 114

duality
BAO’s, 133, 135
Boolean algebras, 129
distributive lattices, 128
DLO’s, 124, 217
Heyting algebras, 130
profinite DLO’s, 120

topological BAO’s, 132

equation, 214
equivalence of categories, 202

filter, 208
completion, 208

filter elements, 14
finitely generated variety, 77, 87, 89,

99, 212
flat site, 153
frame (lattice), 152

compact, 155
presentation, 152

functor, 201
finitary, 146
standard, 146
weak pullback preserving, 145

examples, 146

generated subframe, see Kripke frame

Heyting algebra, 130, 207
homeomorphic embedding, 216
homomorphism, 210

ideal, 208
completion, 208

ideal elements, 14
insertion of generators, 153

Kripke frame
definition, 116, 133
duality, 217
generated subframe, 119
hereditarily finite, 121
image-finite, 133
intuitionistic, 130

lattice, 206
lattice reduct, 87
lattice-based algebra, 84
lifted members of a set, 151
limit, 58
limiting cone, 58
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lower set, 203

MacNeille completion, 128, 209

natural transformation, 201
normal operator, 37

operator, 37
order signature, 85
order type, 85
order-preserving map, 203
ordered Kripke frame, see Kripke frame

partially ordered set, 203
poset, see partially ordered set
power set monad, 145
power set functor, 199
pre-order, 202
prime filter frame, 123
profinite

BAO, 136
DLO, 115, 121

profinite algebra, 58
profinite completion, 62, 94, 126

when equal to canonical extension,
99

pullback, 145

relation lifting, 147
examples, 148

Scott-continuity, 204
semilattice, 205
slim redistribution, 158
smooth

lattice-based algebra, 86
map, 39, 78

span, 148
Stone space, see topology, Boolean
subbase, 215
subcategory, 200

co-reflective, 125, 202
reflective, 202

substructure, 119
suplattice, 153, 206

presentation, 153

T -powerlocale
compactness, 191
definition, 159
functor, 171
natural transformations, 173
regularity, 185
via flat sites, 179
zero-dimensionality, 185

topological algebra, 54
topology, 214

and order, 205
Boolean, 217
compactness, 216
continuous function, 216
δ-, 16, 21
interval, 15
Lawson, 65, 67
Scott, 15, 205
separation axioms, 216
subspace, 215
zero-dimensional, 217

ultrafilter extension
embedding into, 138

ultrafilter frame, see prime filter frame,
137

universal algebra, 210
universal property, 94, 105
upper set, 203

variety, 212
congruence-distributive, 212
finitely generated, see finitely gen-

erated variety
Vietoris

hyperspace, 141
powerlocale, 154, 165

weak pullback, 145




